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0. Introduction. Weyl’s reciprocity theorem says that the sym-
metric group and the general linear group GL (n, C) are mutually com-
mutant (i.e. (, GL (n, C)) forms a dual pair [3]) on the tensor space (C)(R).
The purpose of this paper is’ to give the spinor analogues of this theorem"
we claim (p(2m), p(2n)) forms a dual pair on the o(4mn)-module /(C),
and describe its irreducible decomposition as a p(2m)p(2n)-module
(Theorem A). The affine Lie algebra pair (C), C)) also forms a dual pair
on () (Theorem B). As corollaries we deduce new dualities for
branching rules. Details appear in our forthcoming paper [2], where we
also construct various dual pairs for all classical Lie algebras, and for their
affinizations. Our method is similar to that of [3], which deals with dual
pairs on the Shale-Weil modules.

1. inite dimensional case. 1.1. After [1] we review the spinor

representation of the orthogonal Lie algebra 0(2/)= -X e (2/)X[0
[0 ]X=0). LetC(Wu) be the Clifford algebra over the vector space

CW with a sym-Wu =VV C where V’==CW andV ==metric bilinear form (,) defined by
( )= and ( )=0=(,) for 1<i, ]<l

As C-algebr C(Wu)Mt (2, C). Its irreducible representation is real-
ized on the exterior algebra (W), with defining 1 the vacuum vector and
V (resp. V) the creation (resp. annihilation) operators. Write [a, b] for
ab-ba, and the spinor representation s is defined by

s’o(2/)t[EY0 --Eye0] 1[,] e C(W)End (W),

[o [ o o]- [’,] ,] (l<i,]<l).
0 0 E-E 0

1.2. Now we deal with the dual pair (p(2m), p(2n)). Recall that

1]+[ ilx=o}
C -- B=B, C=CJ’

end le l=m. hen here exis wo ie algebra monomorhisms R" (2)
(21) and L" (m)o(2l) so ha R(())’=L((2m)) and L(g(2m))’


